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no, they're not really like that, and they're not made for sims. but, the old (new?) version of houdini has some fairly powerful vector data objects (many say the almost forgotten vdb) and you can use these to make things like pyro vols, or
wind and smoke. they're more than handy for sims as well, but they're quite expensive from a package size point of view, so i don't really recommend using them unless you have a studio installed. hydrothermal vols are really quite easy to

make. you just make one based on the topology of an already-generated mesh, then you paint the houdini volume inside the vddo, then if you got any physical fields you can add them to the volume and generate them using those. any
physical fields should be set up so that they get used as the input to a particle fluid field, which in turn can be an input to the volume, so you should be able to have a python function that goes: vol_pyro_set_nodal_field(xyz, f) where f is the

particle fluid field. xyz is the value of the tet this vddo corresponds to, so you need to do something like xyz[0] = (nodetree.x, nodetree.y, nodetree.z) you can use a solve operator for this if you want to add in some physical fields, and use the
solution to set the volume field you add. the volume node dops are your friend here, they work together and make sure the input values of the volume (nodetree) get propagated through all of the operators in exactly the same way they would
if you just walked in and added things as nodes. although the physical volume thing works, i'm not sure it's the most intuitive way to go about things. honestly, i don't know that i'd do it that way in the first place. i don't think you need to add

in physical fields. i thought i'd demonstrate what i'm thinking. i've got a pyro flow sim with some turbulence and a little bit of particles too. i'd also like to animate some smoke going into it, so here's the setup.
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one other trick is to add an extra box on a node, and then have it input a node that's fed by a jitter function that completely tiles
the output of the box. then you can get cool jittering and pyro. i created a resolution box, and then added a channel that copied a
node that was fed by this jitter thing, and moved it to the bottom of the resolution box. then i made the bottom output of the jitter

copy a function that would again only return what i wanted. then i added a second node feeding this third box, moving it in the
bottom box's frame and returning only what i wanted. sonnenfeuer, germany. importer of fireworks and store. konrad pape &
elektronikmarkt, germany. wilhelm & günther sicul, germany. feuerwerkshop.ch, switzerland. fireworks importer. and others in

south korea, japan, portugal, france, germany.. and now we have an interesting situation. do we have to visualise all the
primitive's children first? do we have to connect those primitive's children to pyro simulation? it's a question i don't really like, but
solvers can get really confused if you have more than one stream of a real velocity primitive. you only real choice is to pass the

stream object to pyro simulation, and have pyro deal with it. then you can have several children, with different solvers wired in. i
didn't like the idea of having everything visualised before i could get it down to a solver, so i made a custom script that did the
work. this allowed me to make a 'place' primitive and put it in the sim, and it would have its own stream primitive set up and

working in the simulation. this had it's own pyro solver that didn't have to deal with parenting issues. 5ec8ef588b
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